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PIEDI BIANCHI 
 
Already twice grade one placed, Piedi Bianchi is among the leading candidates for 
this year’s Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies. By the Leading Freshman Sire of 2017, she is 
also a half-sister to a 2017 stakes winner.  
 
Piedi Bianchi captured a Del Mar maiden special weight over five furlongs on only 
her second outing. Moving straight into grade one company, Piedi Bianchi turned in 
a stellar performance in the Del Mar Debutante Stakes (gr. I), closing strongly for 
second – beaten just a ½ length by current Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies favorite 
Moonshine Memories – with the rest of the field upwards of five lengths in arrears. 
Stretching out to 8½ furlongs for the Chandelier Stakes (gr. I), Piedi Bianchi took 
third, beaten just a neck for second, with the fourth horse 9¼ lengths back.  
 
A deeper look shows just how fine an effort Piedi Bianchi’s Chandelier Stakes run 
was. Forced wide around the first turn, she closed her last sixteenth faster than any 
other horse in the field, and a review of the Trakus charts shows that she travelled 
22ft further than the winner, Moonshine Memories, and 49ft further than Alluring 
Star, who just edged her for second. Moonshine Memories and Alluring Star are 
currently first and co-third on Daily Racing Form morning line for the Breeders’ Cup 
Juvenile Fillies, so Piedi Bianchi clearly looms a considerable threat for that race. 
 
Piedi Bianchi is by Overanlyze, a millionaire who was the only colt from his crop to 
capture multiple graded stakes at two and a grade one event a three. A son of Dixie 
Union, Overanalyze is off to a tremendous start to his stud career, and is currently 
the Leading Freshman Sire of 2017 by earnings, individual winners, and repeat 
winners.  
 
The third named foal for her stakes placed dam, Adore You, Piedi Bianchi is half-
sister to current three-year-old stakes winner Mind Reader. Adore You is herself half-
sister to stakes winning and stakes producing Vivaldi Girl, and to Salamera, whose 
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first three starts brought two wins, including a victory in the J J’s Dream Stakes, and a 
second in the Adirondack Stakes (gr. II).   
 
Piedi Bianchi’s second dam, Autumn Music, is by Unbridled’s Song out the stakes 
placed October Beauty, herself a dam of graded stakes placed Autumn Beauty. In 
turn, Autumn Beauty is a half-sister to The Carpenter, a three time graded stakes 
winner at two; to graded stakes winner Vencedor; to stakes winner Call Catherine; 
and to Handselen, the granddam of Wild Desert, winner the Canadian classic 
Queen’s Plate.  
 
  
 


